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That we are in a bull market was confirmed early this year when the highs of July 1990 were 
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Wednesday. But are we in an old bull market which started in 1987. or a young one dating from -
last October? The answer should shed some light on what we may forecast the market to do from 
this pOint. 

The chart below has appeared in this letter many times In the past. We feel that it is an 
excellent summary of past market action. 
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The chart condenses the past 11 market cycles. measured from bear market low to bear market 
low. stretching back over 40 years. The last time this chart appeared we pointed out that the 
length of the bear markets fell in two distinct clusters. The long bear markets. averaging 18 
months. which occurred during the flat secular trend of 1968-1982; and the bear markets of 
cycles within the secular uptrends of 1949-1968 and 1982-? 

It was noted that the July - October 1990 drop had declined the requisite amount and that the 
minimal length of the decline (only 62 trading days. the shortest bear market since 1949) was 
nearly as long as the characteristically short bear markets occurring during secular uptrend •• 
There was-also plenty of extremeaownside action typical of major market lows. While the length 
of the cycle from December 4. 1987 is rather short (721 days) it is not abnormally so. In fact 
there is a visible bias toward shorter cycles. The average length of all 11 cycles is 953 days. 
while the last three average only 688. 

The average length of the past 11 bull markets is 728 days. the two most recent have been 659 
and 780 days. With the current cycle only 222 days old. it would appear that we have plenty of 
time left for additional upside action. Particularly since the market has so far only advanced 
34% compared to an average advance of 81%. Cumulative breadth (simple advances-declines. daily 
and weekly) has confirmed Wednesday's high. again signaling further market gains. 

While it is not clear that we have exited the trading range which has contained the market 
since March 6. downside potential appears limited to a five to eight percent correction. We 
believe that the uptrend starting in October of 1990 is a new bull market which. if it lasts only 
as long as the previous two. will extend well into 1993. 
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